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Budget
 cuts 
hurt
 
SJSU
 
Aftereffects indude fee 
hikes,fewer  lecturers 
By Anna 
Mohr,  
Dally Ship Writer 
One of the first casualties of San 
Jose State University's $14 million 
budget reduction was the Writing 
Center, an English department 
service.  
English
 c 
hair  
S,,t 
Roe 
said 
the loss of the 
Writing Center had to cut several 
class sections, 
is "the most significant cut to 
including  composition courses that 
affect the campus this year." 
are general education requirements. 
it will be more difficult for 
Humanities 
chair 
Chris 
instructors, 
who  will spend more time Jochim said 
his  department had 
correcting students  grammar," he said, to cut a number
 of sections and 
Like other departments on "had to 
turn away students." 
campus. the English 
department  He said the depart -
A place to worship ... 
ment 
has  not been 
able
 to respond to 
the excess demand 
for general educa-
tion courses, 
especially Humanities
 
IA and 
American  Civilization. 
In
 
addition, 
several part-time
 lecturers 
were not 
asked back to 
teach  course 
see BUDGET. page 5 
Julia
 Week,
 Dail,  Shift 
The largest Sikh gurdwara or Sikh place of worship opened Sunday in San lose. Sikh men carrying swords marched in the religious proces-
sion from the old gurdwara to the new temple on 3636 Murillo Ave. 
Tower 
Foundation  set 
up to direct donations
 
By 
Janet  Pak 
l)aily 
Senior  Staff Writer 
A newly formed founda-
tion 
to handle private 
donations for the 
school was 
established  this past 
July,  said 
San Jose State 
University  officials. 
Bob Ashton, 
vice president of 
university  advancement
 said it was 
former interim 
President Joseph
 
Crowley who saw
 the need for a 
philanthropic
 
foundation
 during 
his  
fall
 address. 
Crowley
 put Ashton 
in 
charge  of the 
foundation  when 
he 
was 
hired a month
 later, he said.
 
Ashton 
said the 
board  of 
directors
 met for 
the first 
time
 
in July 
to have 
the organizing
 
meeting, 
but  the 
foundation  is 
not
 officially  
recognized 
until 
the state
 of 
California  
approves  
their 501.c.3
 nonprofit
 status. 
He
 
expects the 
official 
status  to be 
recognized
 by the 
end of the 
year. 
One of 
the 
advantages  of  
the 
Tower
 Foundation
 is its 
ability  to 
re-
ceive all 
donations,  gifts
 and private
 
philanthropic
 
support,  
Ashton
 said. 
Money 
in
 the Tower
 Foundation
 is 
given 
by donors
 to be 
used
 toward 
academic 
programs,
 student 
life, 
research 
and other 
programs of 
the 
university 
whether it's 
renovating  
buildings or 
setting
 up scholarships.
 
Veronica
 
Stahl, 
a junior 
majoring  in 
music 
said the 
foundation
 sounds
 
lake
 
a good
 idea. 
hope 
they  can put 
the money 
into 
buildings,  
better
 
eguipment,  
seating and more
 things for 
students,"  Stahl said. "They should 
put 
some clocks on 
campus."  
The purpose of the foundation 
is to have one central location to 
keep track of 
donors
 and thank 
them and properly use the money 
as the donor intended, Ashton said. 
One
 of the benefits of' the 
foundation is it allows a 
place 
for community leaders to get 
involved in substantive issues in 
the
 life
 of the university, he said. 
There will be 
about 35 members 
that make up the board of directors  
as well as the president of the 
university, vice 
president for ad-
vancement, a faculty member and 
a 
student appointed by the president. 
A minimum
 of five alumni have 
to be 
members
 of the board but there 
are more than five 
currently, he said. 
Ashton said with 
the state bud-
get crisis, it's even more 
necessary  to 
generate private support because it 
provides
 the margin of excellence. 
Wanda  
Hendrix
-Talley, 
secretary of the board of directors 
of the Tower Foundation, said it 
could also provide more flexibility 
to meet the needs of the students. 
For example, if a building is in 
need of renovation, the
 foundation 
could go to one of the board 
members 
or
 a community member 
such as Batty 
Swenson, owner 
of 
Barry Swenson
 Builder, who 
could  
make
 the fixes  at 
his  own cost or 
the 
university  could 
do match-
ing funds, 
Hendrix -Talley said. 
She said 
although the state 
might not 
necessarily  have the 
right contacts, the 
board might 
know someone in the
 corn-
ice
 TOWER, page 5 
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Student dies in 
skateboarding  
accident
 
By Ken Lotich
 
Daily Managing Editor 
Dustin Lee Welch, a student 
at San Jose State University, died 
Aug. 5 of a fractured 
skull  from 
a skateboarding
 accident. 
Welch, who was 
entering  his soph-
omore year majoring in aviation, died 
at Sutter 
Roseville
 Medical 
Center in Roseville.
 Calif. 
Welch was 19 years 
old. 
On Aug. 3 around 7:30 
p.m., Welch.  A resident of 
Lake of the Pines commu-
nity in Auburn, Calif., tell 
off of his longboard while 
holding onto the back of a 
truck his younger brother
 
Was driving at A Slow speed 
up a slope near his home. 
said girlfriend Rachael 
Corrington, a sophomore 
majoring in Icinesioloe. 
Lee Welch, Dustin's 
father, said his sun was in a coma 
the entire time of his hospital stay.
 
A memorial
 was held for 
family and friends on Aug. 8 at 
the Lake oi the Pines clubhouse,
 
and the funeral was held on Aug. 
10 at 
Sonrise Church in Auburn. 
In addition to his father, 
Welch is survived by his mother, 
Barbara, and younger brother. Lance. 
According to family and friends. 
Welch had his private pilot's 
license, which enabled him to 
fly 
single engine 
planes,  as well as his 
FAA -Instrument
 rating, which 
enabled 
him to tly through clouds. 
"Dustin began flying at 12 
years  
old," said Lee 
Welch,
 a pilot
 
for Amen -
can Airlines. "In the United States, the 
minimum age for a pilot to fly  solo 
is 15  but Dustin was 
ready long 
before
 that, so I took him to Vancouver
 
where the legal age to fly solo is 14." 
Welch joined the Air Force 
Reserve a week before his death, and 
WAS scheduled to leave Aug. 31. He 
intended to return to SJSU for the 
Spring semester. 
Corrington said. 
age Id 
Corrington said she met Welch 
at freshman orientation. After their 
initial conversation, they hung 
out more and when they became 
a couple they were inseparable. 
"We 
were 
the 
kind of 
couple 
that did everything together," said 
Corrington, a member of the women's 
cross country team said. "He would 
even get up early in the 
morning
 to run with me." 
Corrington
 described 
Welch AS a friend to many 
different types of people. 
"He was 
always  
helping people, always 
asking questions while 
trying to figure out 
things: Corrington
 said. 
Carrington
 said her 
love
 for Welch
 Came 
from his personality. 
"Dustin was very social 
and easy-going," Cor-
rington said. "At the same 
time, he was a perfectionist 
with everything  he would 
never skip 
:lasses and he 
would study 
a lot, 
lie 
had everything planned 
out  for his life." 
Welch 
was
 a member of the 
Flying Twenty, an SJSU flying club. 
His love 
of flying would often take 
him to Reid-Hillview Airport in 
San Jose.  There he would fly planes, 
friend 
Eric 
Christofferson
 
said.  
"We would usually fly to hi, house 
or Monterey Bay," 
Christofferson
 said. 
Christofferson  met Welch
 at 
Joe West Hall. where they were 
roommates on the
 4th
 floor. 
"Dustin Was the first person I 
met in San Jose," Christofferson 
said. 'He 
was  an all-aut great guy" 
Christofferson and Corrington  
said they would often go longboard-
ing with Welch around campus. 
"Dustin taught me how 
to longboard: Corrington 
said. "I still do it today." 
Christina Bobonslci. a sophomore 
WELCH 
see 
WELCH.  
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A.S. hosts free 
barbecue
 and 
concert for 
students  
By Ruth C. Wamuyu 
Daily Staff Writer 
Balloons soared at the Associated 
Students recreation area outside the 
A.S. House signaling the fragile 
hope that
 the organization
 can get 
students nriore involved in campus life. 
"We are hoping to 
let the 
students know that the A.N is here 
lot
 them," said Randy 
Safi; ild, 
who  
,00rdinoted
 the event. "We 
are trying 
to create A sense of campus
 life." 
Satiold
 quoted former 
SJ!il I 
President  
Pout  Yu AS having said 
that two-thirds of 
education 
takes 
place
 
outside 
the 
classroom.  
"%Ve are trying 
to fulfill 
that purpose and enhance 
student life 
on campus," he said. 
The line snaked across 
the grass as 
students  took advantage
 of the 
Associ-
ated Students free barbecue from 11:
 
10 a.m. to around 1:.30 p.m. !Monday. 
The barbecue
 was packaged 
together with 
a concert 
from 
Brazilian music band.  
Agua
 no Boca. 
"I heard the music from niy office 
.ind came on over," said Curt Sennewald, 
? perfcmiance instructional sup-
port.  
He
 said he was on his 
lunch  break 
and would stay
 to enjoy the music. 
Stefanie Vasilev, a junior
 Advertising 
Mai0f, Was also attracted by the 
MUSIC.  
"I have a break 
between
 
classes
 
and will sit ;in 
the grass somewhere 
and listen 
to music," 
she said. 
However, 
the tree 
hamburg
-
 and hot dogs 
were the main 
attraction as 
students passed 
by 
on 
their way from 
or to class, and 
welcomed
 the chance to 
grab a bite. 
" I will enjoy 
the  music but 
food
 
drew 
me
 here grst," said 
communica-
tive
 
disorders  Majcst jikkie 
(AMMO
 
Gleaton WAS not alone. 
Saffold 
estimated
 that 
about  410 students
 
conic to the event, a number he based 
on the number of burgers he flipped. 
Sgt. 
Tim 
Villorico
 
of the 
University 
Police
 Department joined the students 
in the 
food 
line
 
and 
WAS  proud to 
witness
 the  success 
of
 an event he 
helped bring to
 
life.
 Villarica is part 
of the A.S. Committee 
that  decided 
to have 
the free 
concert and 
barbecue.  
"We 
are  trying to 
have activities
 that 
draw students 
in,"
 he said. "There is 
life 
on
 campus other than
 Just dosses." 
Satfuld hopes 
that this will 
translate into 
more student 
involvement  in 
canipus 
activities
 
including 
,ittending
 football 
games.  
"I would
 
like 
to attend
 
the football 
pines,"
 said Julie 
Nguyen. a tieshnian
 lr,nn 
Texas.  
Slhe 
moved 
to 
Nan Jose to be 
with
 her mother 
and
 
hopes to 
meet new 
friends  at campus
 events. 
Another freshman,
 Aniandeep 
Manik,  admitted 
that
 he came for 
the 
free food but said 
lie would 
go 
to 
football
 games 
because 
he
 would 
like 
to get more involved with 
,:ampus 
life. 
Gleoton,  
the 
communica-
tive 
disorders  MajOO
 said 
that 
because she 
is older she is not 
very 
interested in going
 to games but 
added that she might take her 
children.
 
"I AM trrng to get them 
more in-
volved with 
what I am doing." she
 said. 
The barbecue 
and  comert were 
preceded by A free niovie night ;;n 
Aug.  
26 
that
 attracted 
about
 
.2no
 people. 
Not
 
everyone  agrees that 
the A.S. 
will 6 'stet  student involvement this way.  
"They should 
have activities that 
are related to school 
activities:  said 
Richard 
Makopondo,
 coordinator  of 
tourism and
 commercial remotion
 
see CONCERT 
Photo hr
 Eliza 
Gutierrez
 / 
Daily  Staff 
Francisco 
Pulido,  a senior 
majoring  in 
mechanical  
engineering,
 
stands 
in line for 
hot  dogs and 
hamburgers  
at
 the Associated
 
_ _ 
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recent mistakes and 
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ruin
 the 
Views: 2004 Summer
 
Olympics?
 
TUESDAY AUGUST
 31, 
2004  
YES 
Judging mistakes and steroids over-
shadow good sportsmanship 
So the 2004 Olympic Games have ended
 and the Greeks are heaving a sigh of 
relief that they pulled off 
what a skeptical world thought would be chaos. 
The networks are already seeking other ways to captivate audiences as memories 
of records fade into just etchings of forgotten 
memories.  
One record will linger longer than 
most. During the summer games, a record 24 
athletes  were caught doping and seven lost their medals. 
Doping was not the only scandal to breathe foul air into an Olympics that had 
started with the promise of American swimmer Michael Phelps and a mostly quiet 
pride that the Iraqi team
 was participating. 
There were the three gymnastics judges that got suspended after South Korean 
Yang Tae -young lost a gold medal to American Paul Hamm because they scored his 
performance improperly. 
Then came the 
letter from the International Federation of Gymnastics President 
Bruno Grandi appealing to HAMM'S 
sportsmanship and imploring him to give the 
South Korean the medal. 
Whether it was right for the gymnastic federation to ask Hamm to pay for the 
judges  mistake is beside the point. Hamm has no doubt been offered an opportunity 
to be bigger than the 
scandal
 that is now dogging 
him. If he does not give up the
 gold he sullies the 
memory of his win and goes down in 
Olympic 
history as the guy who won the gold only because 
judges made an error. 
However, if 
he gives up the gold, Hamm would 
win in a different way, he would be 
the  ultimate 
sportsman. Forget Michael Phelps' selfless 
act 
of
 giving a struggling countryman 
a shot at a 
medal,  Flamm would be a hem in the eyes of the 
world. But that would be hoping that Phelps -like 
sportsmanship
 is not a rare phenomenon. 
Greek athletes Kostas 
Kenteris
 and Katerina 
Thanou shamed their country even 
before the 
games
 began amid questions about missed drug 
tests and a suspicious motorcycle crash. The fact 
that Kenteris was also a defending 
champion puts into question his earlier win. 
Now the 
fantastic sprint that saw American Shawn Crawford win the 200 
meters will mostly be remembered for the five 
minute delay as the crowd showed its 
displeasure and booed in support of the  absent Greek 
International Olympic Committee spokeswoman Giselle Davies told reporters 
that the Olympic Games were 
still big at the box office despite the scandals. Perhaps 
what Davies does not realize is that the public is always hungry for scandal. 
Olympics enthusiasts on the other hand may be getting disenchanted with the 
scandals. Consider the unforgettable 
moment when the crowd - enraged by the 
gymnastics judges' ludicrous scoring of Russian Alexei Nemov - booed for 10 minutes 
bringing the competition to a halt as a beleaguered Flamm stood in the wings waiting 
to 
perform.
 
Not only is the judging suspect in some of the events, but the doping scandals have 
led to a distrust of brilliant performances. As each of the seven athletes lost a medal 
they had jubilantly celebrated, the question in a lot of minds may have 
been just how 
many other performances were enhanced? 
Magnificent performances, forever marred by controversial scoring and drug 
enhancement suspicions, are 
a resounding insult to those athletes who rise above 
personal challenges with a sense of fair play and Phelps -like sportsmanship. 
RUTH C. WAMUYU 
Ruth C. Wainkyn
 ii 
a Spartan Daily staff :alter 
campusvo 
ices 
"Yes. There are
 always 
mistakes in judging. I 
think they should fix the 
problem and they shouldn't 
punish athletes
 for it." 
Lindsey Terranova 
freshman, 
undeclared 
"No. I still enjoy 
watching the Olympics. I 
just think it has changed 
people's views and 
outlooks on it" 
Jarod Finance 
sophomore, 
justice studies 
ILLUSTRATION 
BY
 KEVIN NGUYEN 
"Yes. It 
takes  away 
from
 the 
integrity  
of the 
games."  
William
 
Nguyen
 
junior, 
philosophy
 
"No. I 
think  it really 
peaked 
people's  interest 
and gave people 
something to look.forword 
to." 
Karen Griep 
junior, 
child 
development 
NO 
For
 a 
short period
 of time
 the world
 is 
brought
 together 
by athletic
 excellence.
 
Flanked by a 
wall it
 his countrymen, Gal 
Fridman
 
stepped into 
the 
pantheon
 of sporting history 
as
 the first 
Israeli athlete
 to earn an 
Olympic
 gold 
medal. 
Fridman
 
watched  
proudly
 last week as the
 blue
 and white Rag of 
Israel 
was 
raised  in 
honor  
if
 his triumph
 in windsurfing. 
On the same day that Israel rejoiced with 
their new champion, Rulon 
Gardner, the 
wrestling
 champion of the 1996 Atlanta 
games,  wrestled his 
last Olympic match. With a solemn
 look on his face. Gardner signified 
his 
retirement by taking 
off his wrestling shoes and leaving 
them in the middle of 
the mat. 
At these same games, a team of Iraqi athletes 
who  were airlifted from their 
battle
-ravaged
 homeland, surprised and inspired the world by 
winning  soccer 
matches against favored 
teams from Australia. Portugal and Costa Rica. 
Every four years, the world becomes a little 
smaller
 when the united human 
race celebrates the majesty of human performance and athletic 
competition. For 
the duration of the games, the whole world savors the individual moments. It is 
for these moments that the Olympics 
transcend  borders and customs. 
Unfortunately, the inevitable reality of con-
troversy has also been peppered into the games. 
Indictments of steroid use and judging errors 
have
 somewhat darkened the sports. 
Also, 
President  Bush continue, to 
run 
campaign ads featuring the
 Iraqi soccer team's 
Olympic opportunity as a direct result of 
Opera-
tion Iraqi Freedom, despite protest from the Iraqi 
team.  
It is not without reason that there are people 
who are turned off from these Olympics. In this 
more cynical and detail -oriented age, we are 
more prone to singling out the errors in the 
comedy and tragedy that are the Olympic 
Games.  
This is perhaps because many people mistakenly view the 
games J, being a 
glimpse of a modern utopia where the nations of 
the world compete - not war 
with each other. 
What the Olympics are is a model of a 
modern  society. As a representation 
of the world, these games are not 
exempt from political tensions, cultural clashes 
and controversies.
 They are also not immune to occasional emirs and selfish 
human tendencies. 
The 
Athens 
Olympics,  like the games of other Olympiads, 
have 
still
 thrived 
despite the rumors, scandals and lies. This is the true 
grandeur  of the Olympic 
Games.
 
Despite how 
many
 people have died, been hurt, vilified 
or barred in the 
history of the 
games,  the Olympics have stayed a truly 
international trail   
that has survived to come back to its ancient
 tisane
 of
 Greece. 
What the Olympics
 represent is the hope that the human race 
can finally get 
peaceful
 coexistence right. This is a powerful
 idea and a seemingly impossible 
concept, and it is also something
 the collective people of the world should 
aspire
 
to.
 
In these Olympic Games we have experienced
 the highs and lows of a 
healthy competitive spirit. 
Even with the blights that come from the games, there 
will  always be the 
golden moments of time 
that  the world should enjoy and 11,1,6.111y hold onto. It 
is in these moments where ordinary men and women draw upon their strengths 
to shine brightly over the dark clouds that seek to rain out the Olympics. 
In the home of liercules, Mercury and Zeus, 
mighty
 athletes become heroes 
and the world is united once again. 
Kenneth Soli II a Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
KENNETH  
SELI 
COMPILED BY MONICA
 LAUER; PHOTOS BY JASON FITHIAN 
"Yes. It is turning 
into more 
of a news 
story than the actual 
Olympics."
 
Tyler
 Webb 
freshman,  
undeclared 
"No. 
You can't
 avoid 
the 
scandals.  
People  
choose
 
whether
 to listen
 to the
 
scandals
 or 
not." 
Martha
 
Cervantes,
 
junior, 
interior  
design  
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When 
John
 Kerry 
spoke in 
the  Student
 Union 
at
 San Jose 
State  
University  
on June 
24,  he made one key 
point  
that
 made 
my 
ears  perk 
up 
more  than
 
anything
 
else.  
He said 
he
 supports 
funding 
high -risk 
research,  
claiming  
that 
such "no 
yield  projects
 have 
given  
humanity
 great 
inven-
tions 
such 
as
 the 
CT
 scan.
 
The following
 is a plea to 
Kerry to 
follow  through 
with 
his 
promise
 and fund 
my fringe
 science project "Mental 
News  
Medium," 
also known
 as 
"Channel
 23." 
The pretext of 
this project is 
fairly  simple to 
grasp  for 
anyone with even 
a slight 
metaphysical
 or occult 
background.  
It is built on the 
theory of astral 
projection,  projecting
 one's es-
sence, or soul,
 from this plane to 
other dimensions 
or
 locations. 
Basic 
astral  projection is 
done
 by everyone while
 dreaming, but 
others who practice
 can do it while in a 
semi -trance or even 
when  fully 
awake. 
Astral projection is also 
where  epiphanies come from, 
according
 to some of its 
practitioners.
 When one person's 
essence  comes into 
contact 
with other
 essences, such 
as during 
dreams, it is possible for 
those essences to trade ideas. This
 
is why people 
sometimes  wake up with the 
perfect solution 
to some 
problem they were working on. This is 
also
 why 
sometimes people 
suddenly lose a thought  or 
brilliant  idea. 
The big difference between normal 
astral  projection and 
the Channel 23 project, however, is the 
lxiint that Channel 23 
is for people to project information rather than themselves 
PAGE
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Kerry's
 
SJSU
 speech 
inspires
 fringe
 science 
project
 
- onto 
an astral plane so that other people's essences can 
then 
read and take that information.
 
In theory, any information projected into 
the astral planes 
could be viewed and understood 
by anyone else projecting to 
the same area, as long 
as the person posting 
the material 
allows
 it. This is approximately 
the same thing 
as a Web page, only in the 
spirit 
realm, not in cyberspace. Reading and 
understanding 
information this way takes 
practice, though, 
just  as everyone learns how 
to read 
children's  books in preschool and 
kindergarten.
 
Initial 
testing for Channel 23 can start 
immediately
 upon the receipt of any and all 
finds
 Kerry plans to give the project. All it 
takes is three 
people.  Two participate in the 
projections  and the third records findings
 
and 
observations.  One person 
rolls  a pair 
of dice and then projects
 that number 
onto a common astral plane.
 The other 
person, who is isolated in a 
different room, 
projects his essence onto the same
 plane and attempts to read 
the number. The third person
 then records whether the reading 
was accurate. 
By increasing the number of sides on the dice, the testers can 
all hot eliminate the possibility
 of luck or the probability that 
CREEP ON CAMPUS AIDAN 
CASSERLY 
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WIDOLEBABi 
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Area college student 
dating  self 
THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP 
Eric 
Nterson,  
top. 
hts%
 
-  
By
 
LISA
 
CHENEN'
 
(It 
Mani
 
rorrianlii
 
dintn'I's 
%fah
 Ionise/I 
al 
their  favorite
 restaurant 
Local
 
college
 
student  Eric 
Peterson  
recently
 
announced
 that he's 
entered
 a 
committed
 
relationship
 with himself. 
Peterson
 
vehemently
 denied rumors 
that
 the 
two 
were
 
dating
 
other  people. "We're 
totally 
committed
 
to
 each
 other.   
We've  
never  
been
 
happier."
 
When  
asked 
what
 
prompted
 
the 
campus
 
heartthrob
 
to
 
take
 
himself
 off 
the 
market.
 
on my part, but it's been really nice for us to 
spend more time together." Peterson was 
apparently unaware 
of Free Checking from 
Washington Mutual. It's 
an account with no 
monthly fees and the option to add Deluxe 
services like free online bill pay. And he 
could have gotten Free 
"We've 
never  
been 
happier." 
he 
chalked
 it 
up
 in 
large 
part
 
to 
his 
current
 
financial
 situation,
 
claiming
 
that
 
monthly
 
fees  
from 
his 
checking  
account
 
were 
making
 
it 
too  
expensive
 for 
him  to date 
around.
 "It
 
was  
partly  
a 
cost-effective  
decision  
Checking just by visiting a 
Washington Mutual 
Financial Center, then 
signed up for online bill pay 
at wamu.com. "[rang," said 
Peterson, "if I had 
known about Free 
Checking  Deluxe, my 
current dating situation 
would be different. I probably
 wouldn't have 
settled down
 with someone so 
soon." 
YERS
 
FREE
 
CHECKING
 
DELUXE  
D 
Washington  Mutual 
1-8011-7111-7NO
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any randomly -guessed 
number
 will be correct. Using 
computer 
programs, the dice could
 even have 1,000 sides or more. 
One  
of the
 problems that may exist once this method of 
information gathering 
is widespread is spam. 
Advertisers  will 
immediately see the 
cost-effectiveness
 of simply 
having one person project and advertisement
 onto 
an astral plane, 
rather  than paying for the produc-
tion of print or 
television
 ads. 
Of course, even 
more  government funding can 
test pop-up blockers or 
other  advertisement filters 
in the spiritual 
realm.  
There are endless 
possibilities  for ways the proj-
ect can spend the money in the 
U.S. government's 
deep pockets. 
The 
spirit  realm is much easier to navigate 
through than 
cyberspace,  as navigation is deter-
mined by 
each  person's own will, not a graphic 
user interface with a point -and -click highway. 
With a rattle practice, anyone can learn to
 instantly
 
filter out unwanted messages by focusing on only 
the specific plane that person decides to visit. 
There is one 
problem,  though, which I think Kerry can fix. 
It is surprising how 
angry and frustrated psychics get when 
they work on empty 
stomachs,  so we need more funding for 
catering, and maybe a new 
pair
 of dice and some log books to 
record our findings. 
As any researcher will explain, the bigger 
the testing pool, the more accurate
 the 
results.  Initial 
testing 
with  established psychics 
or
 other people already 
involved  in 
occult activities is one thing, hut 
testing
 this method on people 
who have never oni.e felt they have
 knowingly journeyed to 
the 
spirit  realm will probably conjure 
a whole new set of 
problems.  
This is 
where Kerry's government funds for 
high -risk 
research will 
really  come in use. It is possible for 
people  new 
to 
the spirit realm to not want to come back and become brain 
dead
 or just completely
 insane. Ask any 
shaman
 and 
he or she 
will explain in 
more  detail. Journeying
 is no 
joke, and people 
trying it out  for the first time
 should be 
monitored  
by 
psychics  
"keeping space" 
,sr
 grounding the
 individual. 
We will need to pay these supervising psychics, as well as 
the participants, of 
course.
 
A 
medical  staff nearby 
would  also 
be a good idea, just in case anything goes wrong. 
So please help 
this  project, Mr. Kern  Voting based on 
foreign policy
 is 
one
 
thing. but 
Kerry's research plan is a 
much  
more compelling reason for my vote. 
John Myers Is the Spartan Daily ALM Editor 
'Hot Damn' appearl men. other Tuesday 
SPARTA GUIDE 
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and stair' 
members.  The deadline for entries is noon 
three working days before the desired publication
 date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in 
Dwight Bente' Hall,
 room 209. Entries can also be c -mailed to 
spartandailytOcasa.sjsu.edu
 titled "Sparta Guide." 
Space restrictions may require editing of 
submissions.  Entries are printed in the order in which they 
are received. 
TODAY 
Panhellenic Sorority 
A sorority recruitment
 will take place from 
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Paseo de Cesar Chavez. 
For more information. 
call  Kary Crumm at 
924-5958. 
School
 of Art 
and Design 
Art exhibition featuring student
 galleries will 
take place 
from  10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art 
building.
 For more 
information.
 call 924-
4330.  
School of 
An and Design 
"Tuesday Night
 Lecture Series." will
 feature 
Craig
 Butler and Michale 
Ochs  in a lecture 
titled "The Greatest
 Album Covers that 
Never 
Were." will take place from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
in the Art building. 
room
 133. For more infor-
mation. call 
924-4330.
 
Jewish Student 
Union 
"Tuesday
 
Night  Lis
 
e."
 an event
 to 
meet 
new  
people
 and 
have free root beer and
 
bagels,  
will take place at 6 
p.m. at the Hillel House. 
For more 
information.
 call Aaron
 at 
219-
2072.
 
Phi Gamma Delta 
A game night of 
foosball and Halo tourna-
ment
 sill take place at rt 
p.m.  at 567 S. 
Eighth
 St. For 
more  
information.  call 293-
3454.
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We 
have  
everything
 
you 
need 
for  
classes
 
in 
one 
convenient  place 
and 
real,
 live 
people 
with
 
immediate
 answers 
to your 
questions.  
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Students 
seek
 textbook  buying options 
TUESDAY  
AUGUST
 31, 2004 
By Joe 
Amaral  
Daily Staff 
Writer  
With the start of a new semester, stu-
dents may have to deal with the cost of 
tuition, living,
 transportation, supplies 
and the ever -expensive book prices. 
San Jose State Univer-
sity students should be 
aware that 
other alternatives are available. 
The Spartan Bookstore, which is 
located in the 
Student Union, 
is a 
source for 
students to get 
their books. 
The other 
alternatives for 
buying books 
are Robert's  
Bookstore,
 
which  is located 
at 330 S. 10th 
St., or ordering 
books from the 
Spartan Book 
store Web site. 
Tony Sanjume, associate 
director of textbooks,
 said that 
the book prices are based on what 
publishers sell to the bookstore. 
He said that publishers increase 
the price of books twice 
a year, 
adding that the bookstores
 have no 
control over prices, publishers do. 
"Prices are very high. Then again, 
you have to think of the market;
 the 
market is small because 
there  is a small 
number of students buying, especially 
in upper division classes," Sanjume said. 
He said later that prices are going up 
because new editions of textbooks 
are  
coming out 
every  three to  four years. 
He encourages students to check 
out used textbooks first to save money. 
Sanjume said if students buy A used 
book, they
 could
 save 
up to 
25 percent. 
Sanjume said that students should 
buy used textbooks first and sell 
them back at the end of 
the  semester. 
Sanjume also
 said that students 
should be aware that if their professors 
turn their book orders in by the end 
of the semester, students would receive 
more 
money  when they sell them back. 
Some students have used 
other alternatives to buy textbooks 
and save money at the same time. 
"I bought a book from Amazon 
and saved about 630," said Jennifer 
Corker, a senior animation major. 
Other 
students 
had 
negative opinions about 
the prices 
and came up with their own solutions. 
"Its a rip-offi" 
said Nico Dufort, 
a 
senior  majoring 
in art animation, 
in reaction to 
the book prices. 
Dufort  said 
that the books 
should be put into 
computer files and 
be made 
available  
on the Internet.
 
He said students 
could save money 
  and print
 out 
what they need. 
"I think the 
prices are reasonable," said Jeff Patajo, a 
freshman computer engineering major. 
"I think it would be a good idea to loan 
the books for the semester," Patajo said. 
If students are having financial 
problems and cannot afford textbooks, 
they can 
receive
 help from the As-
sociated Students General Services 
Center, said Ursula Santa Maria, a 
senior occupational therapy major 
and student assistant at the center. 
Students can 
receive a book loan 
with a voucher for up to $150, or A 
maximum of three books, she said. 
The A. 
S. General Services Center 
is located 
at the Student Union. 
"Some students are 
not 
aware of the services that A.S. 
provides," Santa Maria said. 
The 
requirements
 for the loan 
are a valid student ID or Valley 
Transportation Authority sticker, an 
official financial
 aid award letter, a 
print out of the student's class sched-
ule and the appropriate course syllabi. 
"I bought a book 
from 
Amazon  and 
saved 
$30."
 
Jennifer Corker, 
senior animation 
major 
I orn "holm]. / I Liilv Clair 
Robyn  Lee, manager at 
Robert's  Bookstore, helps
 a student locate a book
 on Monday afernoon.
 Robert's, located at 330 
S. 10th St., has been 
serving  students for over 
40 years. Students have 
several options for 
purchasing  books for their 
classes. In addition to 
buying  books at Robert's 
Bookstore and at 
Spartan
 Bookstore, the Internet
 can provide an alter-
native. The Associate 
Student General Services
 Center offers book 
loan  options for up to
 $150 or a max of three 
books.  
THE TEXTBOOK
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1 
munitv  
or 
the 
member  
might
 
be 
able 
to 
nuke 
the 
changes.  
Other
 
students
 
such
 
as
 Dan
 
I.iberti,
 a 
senior
 
photography
 
major  
would
 like to 
see
 
money
 be used 
toward
 
grants  
and 
scholarships.
 
"Seeing
 as 
how 
they 
make
 us 
buy
 laptops
 and 
technology,
 
it'd  be a 
good  
idea
 to 
put the
 money
 
toward
 
grants
 and 
scholarships
 
for 
students  
with  the
 cost 
going  
up,"  
Liberti
 said.
 
Hendrix-Tallev
 said 
she'd 
like 
to 
see 
the
 
foundation
 
strengthen
 
the 
relationship
 
between
 
the 
business  
and 
community
 at 
large.  
Mary
 
Sidney,
 
chief  
operating  
officer
 of 
the  SS('
 
Foundation
 
said
 
they 
will 
provide  
administrative
 
services
 by 
managing
 the 
money  
tiir
 the 
Tower  
Foundation.  
Sidney 
said 
the 
SJSU 
Foundation  
will 
manage 
day-to-day 
transactions 
such 
as 
a c co 
untin g 
and 
auditing.  
"We 
can 
manage the
 
money so 
they 
don't 
have 
to 
worry
 
about  do-
ing 
both  ends," 
she  said. 
Sidney said 
she thinks 
the 
partnership
 
between
 
both 
foundatii ins cats 
work. 
"It's a good idea.
 The way we 
have dime it is 
through grants, we're 
not  experts at working
 with private 
downs in Silicon Valley"
 she said. 
Sidney said 
her goals are  for the 
partnership  to 
be a 
smooth
 and 
seat ides, transaction and partnership. 
"At the end of the day, we 
help them succeed and give them 
the support 
to help them 
ruse
 
funds 
tot
 campus." Sidnes said. 
Slue the money the 
Toyer  Foundation  
receive
 goes 
to 
support  
the university,  
the 
money can be used toward enric h  
mg the quality 
it
 education and 
student lite on campus, Ashton said. 
"By 
increasing  the number and 
the 
am,
 
,unt 
oi
 
private 
support,
 part 
of 
what  we want to 
di, is 
pri
 
side
 
stewardship i it all gifts tii the tinker 
through 
the 
foundation," 
he
 said. 
Stewaidship  ensures the 
MOM,-
 is being used the was  the 
donor
 intended  
it to, 
Ashton. said. 
Provost 'Marshall Goodman said 
he 
thinks  
the  
t; 
oitidatp  in 
means  
a hit to students 
because of the 
opportunity
 to develop more schol-
arship 
opportunities.
 Goodman 
said Ashton put together a strong
 
advisory board 
that will definitely 
help and enhance fundraising for 
scholarship  opportunities. 
He said with the state budget 
going up and since the state
 has 
dramatically cut the budget for 
public institutions, it has raised the 
overall cost of going to the university. 
Goodman said 
he's seen support 
drop dramatically from the govern-
ment for scholarships. He said 
the government assumes wrongly 
that as a public institution, the 
university doesn't
 need 
scholarships.
 
"That means the gap between 
what the government will pay and 
cost of attend-
ing college 
 
not just the 
cost,  but books 
and 
transporta-
tion  has 
meant 
that 
the 
financial  
obligation on 
our students has 
increased dra-
matically. You 
need a very ac-
tive foundation 
to get the word 
out to students," 
Goodman said. 
Our donors recognize our
 
students are in need of financial 
help coming from the private sector. 
Goodman  said he sees the foun-
dation helping in overall facilities. 
The capital budgets in the state 
have 
been hit very hard and whether it's 
donating new labs with equipnient 
or 
computers,
 the 
Tower Founda-
tion 
can 
work 
with
 
colleges  across 
the board to give students a singular 
experience in terms of the fa-
cilities they interact with and utilize. 
He said 
he'd  
also 
like to 
see 
the tOundation
 raise 
a lot 
,if 
money  to 
benefit 
students.
 
"As 
provost,
 I've re-
ally seen the need go up in my 
few years 
here because tuition 
level has increased and more and 
students 
stop 
out
 and return full 
time 
to work,"  
Goodman
 said. 
iiiiidnian said he'd like to see the 
fiundation  develop a broad -based 
endowment
 that would award a 
larger number of 
scholarships  to the 
campus rather than just a select tew 
that receive the presidential scholar-
ship. While the broad -based schol-
arships won't pay tOr everything,
 
they'd go out to noire 
students.  
:It
 the end 
oft& 
day,
 
we help 
them succeed 
and 
give them support 
to help them raise funds 
jOr 
campus."  
Mary  Sidney, 
chief operating officer 
of 
SJSU
 foudation 
NEED 
CASH?
 
I HE 'NI ERF RAI ERNITY 
LULJNIL_,IL
 
IS NOW 
OFFFRINC;  A 
$500 
SCHOLARSHIP
 
If you are 
a male student, 
currently
 enrolled at San 
Jose  
State 
University, then 
this
 opportunity is 
for you, Inter-
ested? 
Download
 an application
 at www 
sisugreek
 corn. 
or pick one up 
at the IFC rush table
 near the Student
 
Union Applications
 will also be available
 at the Office 
of Student
 Life and 
Leadership
 IFC welcomes you 
to 
attend  the 
following
 events 
which  are free 
of charge 
IFC 
Presentation
 and House
 Tours 
Wed 
8.2504 and Thur 8 
26 04 at 6 00 
PM 
Meet
 at the 
Student
 Union 
IFC 
Scholarship  BEM 
Thur 
8 26 04 
from 
11 00 AM to 2 30 
PM 
Al the 
Seventh 
Street  BBO pit 
Visit  
www.$)sugroisk.com
 
for  more 
informatio
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 student
 
fees  have
 
increased
 by 40 percent during the 
past  
year  
continuedfrom page 1 
sections  this semester, he said. 
Unlike other departments, the 
English department has been able to 
hire back part-time faculty, Rice said. 
As another 
remedy  for the budget 
deficiency, the California State Uni-
versity has increased student fees for all 
students for the 2004-05 academic year. 
For 
the fall semester, under-
graduate 
fees are up 14 percent, 
graduate and post baccalaureate
 
fees are up 25 percent and non-
resident fees are up 20 percent with 
an additional charge
 of $339 per 
unit, according to the Bursar's 
Office. 
A.S. President Rachel Greathouse
 
said the fee increases trouble students, 
especially because "they haven't been 
gradual. They just 
happen based on 
what is going on with the budget." 
"The element of surprise is not 
appropriate for the situation," she said. 
"(Students)  don't know 
how  they are 
going to pay getting back into school. 
Sometimes they have to drop out of 
school because they cannot afford it." 
Paula Araya, a 
junior,
 said, "If 
(student fees) keeps 
going  up, it 
is not going to work out for
 me."  
She said she is running out of 
scholarship 
money and will 
soon 
have to work to pay 
for her education. 
it is difficult 
because  you 
go to school full-time and 
you 
don't  have time to 
work
 a lot 
to pay for classes," she said. 
CSU 
student
 fees have increased 
by 40 percent over the past 
year
 alone. 
Last fall semester, full-time
 under -
grads 
paid
 $1,281.20 in student
 fees, 
while full-time 
grads  paid 81,386.20. 
This fall, full-time
 undergrads pay 
$1,472 in student fees,
 while full-time 
grads pay 81,715. Greathouse said
 "the 
CSU needs to be accessible and afford-
able
 for all students. But when there 
are fee increases, 
that is when access 
and affordability are put in jeopardy" 
Shannon Valcili, a junior,
 said, "with 
the tees 
increasing,  I feel I need to 
maximize the 
amount  of units so I can 
get in and out as 
quickly  as possible." 
Yet,
 in the midst
 of budget 
cuts. 
SJSU  has 
received
 a portion 
of $40.3
 million
 in additional
 
funding 
from
 the state, 
following  
a higher 
education compact
 agree-
ment 
reached between 
Gov Arnold 
Schwarzenegger  
and  the 
CSU.  
In the 
compact  agreement,
 
the state 
government  agreed
 to 
pay
 
$33.3 million
 to the CSU to 
increase  enrollment
 numbers and 
to offer more 
course
 sections for 
those students 
who are already 
in 
the system. 
It
 has also earmarked 
an 
additional  
$7
 million of 
growth funds 
for academic 
preparation  programs. 
No 
funds  have been set 
aside to 
restrain 
student 
fees.  
William
 
Nance,  vice 
pro-
vost 
for  
academic  
planning  
and 
budget, 
said  SJSU 
had a 5 
percent 
lower 
enrollment  
target 
before
 
it 
received  
the 
growth
 
money,
 
after 
which  it 
increased 
the 
enrollment
 
target  
by 
1.87  
percent.
 
"Our 
target
 is 
CSU plans to increase 
student fees 
with g percent a year for the 2005-
06 and 2006-07 academic years. 
Student fees pay for about 
one -quarter of the cost of education, 
whereas state funds pay for about 
three-quarters of the cost it takes 
to run the university, Nance said. 
"The state is looking at whether
 
that 
is the proper ratio (in terms of) 
student funded 
instruction versus state 
tax -payer -funded instruction," he said. 
David Grames, a junior, said, 
"SJSU's tuition is really 
reasonable,
 
compared to the tuition of other 
states. I transferred from Scottsdale, 
Pennsylvania, where I 
paid  five times 
more (in student
 
fees) than here." 
"If (student fees) 
keeps going up, it is 
not going to work out 
for  me." 
Paula Araya, 
junior 
going  to go 
up. We 
are 
roughly
 three 
percent less 
as
 it turns out from 
last
 year 
on
 the enrollment target," 
Nance said. 
The new target allows
 SJSU to 
admit nearly 
400  more full -time -
equivalent 
students  for 2004-05.
 
That 
means SJSU expects to 
serve  21,655 full -time
-equivalent  
students as opposed to 
21,257,
 
which was the lesser
 target that the 
campus had 
planned for in July. 
Nance 
said SJSU has yet to 
turn away
 an eligible student
 
because of budget reductions. 
"Students who 
met  the admission 
criteria, got 
their  materials in on time 
and were 
evaluated  and eligible to 
attend have been admitted," he said. 
As 
part  of the agreement, the 
Director  of 
Budgets 
Cynthia  
Haliasz said 
the $14 
million  
budget cut forced 
"everybody
 to 
kick back 
in." 
Yet, some 
divisions 
had 
to 
reduce
 their 
operating budget 
more 
than 
others, she 
said. 
The academic 
affairs division kicked in the most  
77.5 percent, or 
810,851.206   
while 
university advancement was the only 
division that did not have to contribute 
to the budget deficit, 
according  to the 
2004-05 SJSU Annual Budget
 Report. 
Haliasz said the president 
decided that 
university
 advancement 
needed to expand because of "the 
recognition that the university  
advancement plays a vital 
role  in get-
ting resources for the university." 
Unlike some of the other state 
colleges preparing for a third year 
of government funding cutbacks, 
SJSU has managed to protect at 
least three core 
objectives  in the 
budget -cutting process, Nance said. 
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"(To) handle
 the budget 
cuts 
without laying 
people  off and still 
meeting 
the enrollment
 goals 
that  
is the objective and it 
looks  like 
we 
are 
accomplishing 
it," 
he said. 
"We 
are able to avoid 
lay-offs, 
absorb the cuts 
and it looks like
 we 
are on track to 
meet target, and 
we
 
know there are
 a number of 
other  
schools where that is not
 the case." 
He said the university "did a very 
solid job of handling (the budget
 
cuts)." 
Haliasz said the
 university could 
make  the budget 
reductions
 without 
laying people off because 
of an 
earlier hiring freeze 
that  had left 
some positions vacant for 
staff 
members, who
 could now 
avoid  
lay-offs by switching to a vacant 
position in another area on campus. 
Academic Senate Chair Annette 
Nellen said SJSU has "done a pretty 
good job in protecting instruction and 
classes. (which) are still being offered.' 
The other divisions
 that 
added the funds for the 
budget 
reductions were administration and 
finance,  student affairs and athletics. 
Nellen  
said "The government has 
a mindset that everyone should pay 
for themselves, but that is not the 
it was advised four years ago." 
"The
 Master Plan (for Higher 
Education)
 made the decision that 
the state would benefit it' we made it 
easier for students to continue their 
education. That discussion needs 
to take 
place again," Nellen said. 
"It is important to 
discuss  
the 
universit) 
sucsess of 
the 
fourth
 
largest econi,Illy
 in 
the 
world." 
Greath, 
use
 thinks the state's 
economy will not improve unless 
we edus ate future generations. 
"Jr
 
does  not 
help  our 
economy
 to 
have an ut 'educated citizenry," she said. 
The university plans to perform a 
recalculation
 of 
revenue  by 
December  
when the revenues and student 
mix tor 
21511
 
14 
an
 be 
assessed.
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Indian
 
Independence  Day celebrated by 
student 
organization
 
By Yasuyo Nagata 
Da 
Staff
 
Writer 
The 
temperature was hot 
enough
 to 
imagine a scorching hot
 day in India Saturday, 
and it was 
suitable
 
for the third annual 
event, 
Azaadi, 
hosted by the 
Indian Students 
Organization at the
 Hal Todd Theatre.
 
it
 (Azaadi) is an Indian independence
 cel-
ebration
 event which is on 15th 
of August, but 
we're celebrating it today at San
 Jose State," 
said 
Mandu  Gadlcari, a graduate 
electrical  
engineering  major and an event 
coordinator.  
"It's also welcome for new 
Indian students," 
said Srikanth 
Racherla, graduate mechanical
 
engineering 
student and   
event co -coordinator. 
"They (new 
Indian 
students) don't know 
any-
thing about here, so we 
make things easier for 
them," Racherla said. 
There are many Indian 
students at SJSU, and 
the  
Indian Student Orga-
nization has about 
400 
members, Gadkari said. 
"First time we (held) 
this function, we had 
45 
people (who came to the 
event), but this time about 
150 people are coming," 
said Sumeet Solanki, an 
industrial  engineer-
ing graduate 
student
 and event coordinator. 
In
 
just
 two years, the event be-
came big and very important event 
for Indian students, Solanki 
said. 
The Indian national 
flag of orange, 
white and green, colored with a navy blue 
wheel, hung on the middle of the stage wall. 
All visitors stood up and sung or 
listened to the Indian national anthem, 
"Jana Gana Mans," which 
means, "Thou 
art the ruler of the minds
 of all people." 
Between shows, the entertainer played 
short humorous farces that drew a lot of laugh-
ter from the audience, breaking up the silence. 
The versatile entertainment, 
which  
included live music, dancing and singing, 
made the event enjoyable for the audience. 
Many of 
the  shows were performed 
in 
Hindi,
 
yet, because of the performers' talented humor, 
non -Hindi speakers still could enjoy the events. 
The dancers, who wore traditional Indian 
clothes such as the "Icurta" for men and the 
"sari" for women, 
danced  like butterflies. 
For this special event, the Indian Student 
Organization invited two local perform-
ers, Sthir, a Desi and 
flamenco  rock 
band and Rishi
 Raj, who played music 
that combined hip -hop and rock. 
Both Sthir and Raj introduced their new 
style of music to the Desi people 
who represent 
the area of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. 
One of visitors, Barbara
 Valluru, a returning 
student majoring in 
psychology, said she abso-
lutely
 wants to  come back to the event next year. 
The organization members planned
 the 
event about a month ago 
and some ofentertain-
ers  practiced their pieces only few hours or days. 
"We 
didn't
 even 
"They (new Indian 
students) 
don't  know 
anything about
 here, 
so 
we
 make thin4s 
easier for them.
 
Srikanth
 Racherla, 
event co -coordinator
 
practice a lot," said 
.4mrita 
Kapoor,  a 
sophomore business 
administration 
major who was the 
presenter of the event. 
One of the perform-
ers, Alok Tilavat, 
a senior software 
engineering 
major, said 
he practiced his dance 
for only four hours. 
"Cultural dance 
is easy to pick 
up,"
 Tilavat said. 
Many of 
pieces were 
spontaneous.  Kapoor said. 
An Indian version of 
"Jerry 
Springer"  was the one example 
of a skit 
that was created just a day 
before  the event. 
One of students 
dressed like Springer 
and 
the audience yelled, "Jerry! Jerry!" 
A female
 student wore a vivid 
red wig, 
screamed 
and over -acted to parody the
 show. 
All of committees 
cooperated and 
worked together to 
come
 up with the 
ideas of 
entertainment, Kapoor said. 
Even
 after the entertainment, many at-
tendees
 chatted with their old and new friends 
while they ate traditional
 Indian meals that 
the organization ordered
 from a restaurant. 
"It's a 
nice chance to meet other 
students,"
 said Prudhvi Mallireddy, a new 
graduate electrical 
engineering
 student 
who arrived in the U.S. just 11 
days ago. 
"It's 
difficult being away from the 
&may," said another new graduate electri-
cal engineering student, 
Rajesh  Rathi. 
Radii said he was very
 pleased to find the 
TUESDAY  
AUGUST
 
31,
 
2004
 
ft
 
'Hingham
 I hills
 
Staff 
Alok Tilawat, back, and Hemanth Sainathan, 
front,  perform the Sangam Dance Saturday evening during the Azaadi Indian 
independence 
celebration
 hosted by the Indian Students Organization at the Hal Todd Theatre. 
event and meet other 
Indian students, and 
felt like he found 
another  home at SJSU. 
When Mallireddy arrived in San Jose, he 
didn't know any Indian students at SJSU, but 
"just (met) many of them," 
Mallireddy
 said. 
Don't stress over
 parking 
when  you can
 take alternative 
transportation.
 It's one less thing to worry about! 
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"Ws
 
a 
tittie 
for all Indian committees to Collie 
and get gather around. It's just a starting semes-
ter, so we (can) all get in touch," said Kapoor. 
Indian Student Organization 
members
 
are planning to have another event 
called  
"Roslini,-a festival
 lights later this year. 
"(Il)
 
anyone
 wants
 
to
 
come,
 that's 
OK. We 
just get together and have tim," Kapoor said. 
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Interfraternity
 
Council 
Concert 
raises
 
GPA  
standards  
By 
Monica
 
Lauer  
Daily
 Staff
 
Writer  
Fraternity  
members
 
now 
have 
to 
meet  higher
 GPA
 standards
 to 
le 
allowed
 to 
keep
 
their  
Greek  
privileges.
 
The
 
Interfratemity
 
Council
 
passed
 
new resolutions
 on 
Aug.
 23, 
raising 
the 
bar  for
 the 
nine
 
fraternities  
at San
 Jose 
State 
I 
lniversity
 
governed  
by the 
council.
 
The 
Interfraternity  
Council
 
President
 
Robert
 
Ilmi.tadter  
said, 
"We 
had  an IFC
 and Pan
-Hellenic
 
retreat 
and we 
have 
decided
 to 
take 
the 
first  steps
 
toward
 
improving  
ior 
irivrall  
GPA. 
(National  
Interfraternity  
Conference)
 is 
ex-
pecting
 us 
to
 reach a 
2.5 
standard."  
lnistadter  
said
 the 
academic  
standards
 
proposal
 
for the
 
council
 
i 
still  
a 
working
 document, but 
 i 
geared  
toward
 
reaching  a 
2 - 
GPA because
 
the National 
Intertraternity
 Conference
 expects 
that
 level 
if ( 
WA
 to be 
achieved  
-rep by 
step. 
Unistadter  also
 stated 
if a 
member  does not 
meet  those 
.t.ind.irds  the 
council  will ban 
them 
iron, 
participating  
in
 Interfraternity 
oil sports, 
socials
 and 
activities.
 
'reviiitis  
semester
 CPA for
 
rush
-
it'.
 will
 have
 to have
 a 2.35 minimum 
I 
o be 
given a bid 
or a pledge 
pin. We are also 
calling  upon our 
111c1Iliter 
s
 to 
have a 2.35 minimum
 
\ 
previous  
semester or cumula-
'  
 2.0 CPA," 
Unistadter  said. 
I ,.. , 
also 
won't 
recognize  
it they don't meet a 
1` in, I1Mstadter said. The 
st.mdard tot 
the 
officers 
will be 
claimed
 
in January 2005. 
Members
 
don't meet the academic 
it 
indards
 will 
have  to attend
 educa-
tional 
programming
 
or study hours. 
"The whole idea is to help each 
ithei
 
said 
1 inistadter, 
who  is 
member id. Beta Theta Pi. 
'It .1 
member
 who is on 
1. bail 
standing  has 
gone 
IC 
...id
 
event,
 they 
. , in 
of
 IFC 
policy  
and we can actually go after the 
chapter and punish the chapter for 
allowing those members to partake 
in social events when they should 
be focusing
 on academics, he said. 
Greek Life 
coordinator 
Angela Harper said, "I think a lot 
of the leadership gets frustrated 
because they think their chapter is 
going to do 
very
 well, and then a 
couple of their guys 
blow it. I think 
they were looking to help find a way 
to increase the average and hold 
members 
accountable  who 
were
 
well below the CPA 
requirement."  
Umstadter said, "We are trying 
to work with the Greek Life Task 
Force with the recommenda-
tions, and work 
with
 our IFC 
standards to make a 
better  system. 
We are looking toward greater 
involvement 
and  working with the 
other four 
councils on campus." 
Umstadter, who has 
been the 
council president since January, said, 
"We are here 
for a reason. We are 
here to graduate 
and it's not about 
the social system. It is about building 
leaders and making people better. 
That's  what I want for the system." 
The 
fraternities'
 reac-
tions have been a 
"mixed  
bag" according to Harper. 
Fred Griefer, Intertiaternity 
Council committee
 relations and a 
member of Beta Theta Pi, said, "I 
think it is yen' beneficial that we 
have a 
higher
 GPA and it removes
 
a lot of the stereotypes, like fraterni-
ties are there 
for
 
partying
 and
 not 
for excelling in school!' He 
also said 
"I think it 
is really good that we 
just  
set that bar higher 
and  constantly 
improving and constantly evolving."
 
"It 
should  be 
a privilege
 
to 
attend an IFC 
party,  it should be 
A privilege
 to attend social 
events  
and if your not 
making  academic 
standards then why should you 
have
 
those privileges," Ilmstadter stated. 
The Interfraternity Council
 
will meet 
again on Monday, Sept.
 
13,  to discuss more 
specifics
 
on entim i rig the resolutions. 
continuedfrom
 page 1 
for the department
 of recreation 
and leisure studies. "Activities 
that 
would involve students 
getting to 
know other students and programs." 
But some 
students, like senior 
Titan McKinney, are glad 
the student 
organization  is 
hosting these
 
events.  
Welch I 
eontinuedfrom page 1 
majoring
 in nursing, also 
met 
Welch in 
the residence halls. 
"Dustin was the most caring, 
generous and 
motivated  person 
I have ever met in my life. Bo-
bonski said. "He was a great friend 
 I could talk to 
him  about anything." 
Bobonski said Welch
 loved SISU and 
was enthused about every activity he did.
 
"He got a lot of motivation from 
his 
father," 
Bobonski
 said."He also loved his 
brother, who 
really looked up to him." 
Welch was also a competitive wake
 
boarder, said Lee Welch. He was also 
on his high school snowboarding
 and 
ski 
team.  Welch also participated in 
the state championships 
in swimming. 
"He was completely
 driven and 
dedicated in whatever he did," Lee 
Welch said. "No matter what he 
did, he always 
did  it 110 percent." 
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Students 'Chill out with
 the Jews' 
By Emmanuel Lopez 
Daily Staff 
Writer 
Despite the sweltering 80 -
degree 
temperatures,  there was 
at
 least one cool place to hang 
out 
and  get away from the heat. 
The Jewish Student Union 
held its "Chill out with the 
Jews"  
event under a tent
 along the 
Paseo de 
Cesar Chavez Monday. 
Students lounged in green lawn 
chairs
 or conversed with 
Jewish
 
Student
 Union members 
as large 
fans blew 
mist  across the tent and 
music
 blared from loudspeakers. 
"We wanted to bring attention to 
our organization and to keep people 
cool 
too,"  said Vice President
 Aaron 
Baskin, a senior 
economics  major. 
In addition
 to providing shelter 
from
 the heat, members handed out 
free bottled water, candy, condoms 
and flyers to students. Baskin said. 
Students were also able 
to pose 
for 
pictures 
and were 
given decorative picture frames 
as keepsakes, -Baskin said. 
More than 30 students 
dropped by said Vanina 
Sandel,
 
program director
 for 
Mel, a group 
that  oversees 
the Jewish Student Union. 
"I'm pleased with the turnout, 
especially since this was our first 
event of the semester," Sandel said. 
The
 goal of the event 
was  to raise 
awareness  about the Jewish 
commu-
nity in the Silicon Valley, Sande! said.
 
Several 
students
 were 
captivated by the music and 
came to  the tent to check it out. 
"I've listened to some 
Jewish 
music before and the 
stuff they were 
playing
 was 
pretty catchy," said 
Chung  Khong, 
a graduate civil
 engineering major. 
"I'm 
interested  in learning 
about the Jewish culture and I have 
some Jewish 
friends,"
 Khong said. 
"It would be good 
!"--- --
for me if I learned 
about 
other cultures in 
general, so that 
I can 
relate
 to my friends better." 
Layla  Manavi, a 
freshman
 graphic , 
design major,
 wanted to learn more 
about 
her grandparents' culture.
 
"They were Jewish 
before  they 
converted to 
Bahal arid I wanted to 
learn 
about Judaism," Manavi said. 
For some students, it 
was 
a golden opportunity to 
meet 
other students like them. 
"I 
know a lot of people
 in the 
Jewish community 
(in San 
Jose)."  
said 
Eitan  Belder, a graduate 
kinesiology major 
front Israel. 
"The Jewish 
Student Um( n 
is a good opportunity for 
me
 
m inert people tiotn the same 
LOWEST TEXTBOOK 
PRICES 
GUARANTEED! 
OR
 
WE'LL REFUND
 
DOUBLE 
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DIFFERENCE*
 
SpartanBookstore
 
..sa 
Spartan
 Bookstore  
for 
Details  
cultural background as myself" 
The
 goal of the event was 
to em-
phasize the
 Jewish culture and 
not  so 
much the religion, Jewish
 Student 
Union President 
Dylan  Smeder  said. 
"A 
lot of people see the 
Jewish  
Student
 Union as a 
strictly  religious 
club, but we're 
not," Smeder, a 
junior computer science 
major,
 said. 
"Some people on 
campus are 
religious and 
some aren't. We 
just wanted to provide a place 
where they could all 
hang  out." 
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Men's  soccer 
gets set for
 season 
Jones, 
Braves  rally
 to beat 
Giants
 7-6 
133orlated Prea, 
TUESDAY
 AUGUST
 31, 2004
 
By Kevin Yuen 
Daily 
Staff  Writer 
After a tie against UC Santa Cruz's 
exhibition match 
last Friday, the Spartan men's soccer team 
fine-tunes its 
.E=e to 
prepare
 for upcoming bouts against Notre 
Dame 
De Namur and Cal State !Monterey Bat' 
MEN'S
 SOCCER
 
TF4
 
GOLDEN 
GOAL 
NOTEBOOK 
"We
 had a stinker, and every 
once  in a while we will 
have a 
stinker,"  Coach Gary St. Clair 
said  of the exhibition 
game. "It did not surprise me, but 
it
 did disappoint me. I 
expect the performances to be 
better in the future." 
After going up 
2-0 against the Banana Slugs, the 
Spartans gave up 
two goals in the second half of the game.
 
"It's sad that we tied, but we needed that to wake us up," 
forward
 Tim McKinney said. "The next time we get 
an
 2-0 
lead, we're 
going in for the 
kill."  
McKinney  and defender Lee Sandwina
 scored in the 
game, but still left a lot of speculation 
of who will start in 
the  midfield. 
"The midfield is a 
free-for-all,"  St. Clair said. "We're 
going to replace players who performed
 poorly in the first 
20 
to 30 minutes 
(of the game)."
 
With the 
team's  success in 2003 setting the bar for 2004, 
expectations are 
running high for the upcoming season, St. 
Clair said. 
"This team is far from being the (Mountain Pacific 
Sports Federation) championship team we ended with last 
year," St. Clair said. "We have a long way to go." 
Added McKinney, "We have to work on our game, but 
this wasn't a loss. We can still go undefeated." 
On the schedule 
Coached by 
former Spartan Joe Silveira. Notre Dame 
De Namur will come down to 
San  Jose to 
face 
the Spartans 
at 5 p.m. on Wednesday at the Spartan S. iccer Field. 
"They regularly do 
well," St. Clair said. "Last sear we 
were lucky to catch them on a bad day." 
The Spartans will attempt a repeat of last ,ra%,,11%, 
6-0 victory over Notre 
Dame  at the beginning of 1.ist 
season. 
"Our performance player by player must be better than 
It was last game," 
St.  Clair 
said
 about 
ficing the 
Argos,
 who 
went for 14-9 last season. 
They are
 very organized 
defensively,"  St.
 Clair said.
 "It 
is hard to 
get behind them 
and hard
 to 
score goals." 
The Spartans face Cal State Monterey Bay on 
Sunday. 
1.ast season the Spartans beat Monterey 3-1. 
, 
 
Julia Vccks Daily Staff 
San lose 
State University defender Richard 
Halv-
erson  (right) fights for the 
ball
 against a UC Santa 
Cruz players during the
 exhibition game on Friday. 
The game ended in a 
2-2 tie. 
Missing  in 
action  
st.
 
Clan  I Kinne who'. 
suffering
 from turf toe, 
still plans 
to 
start on Wednesday
 against
 the 
Argos.
 
"We dint
 really use being 
injured  as an excuse (to 
not 
rlay 
)." 
said  N IcK inney, who) scored  a goal 
in Friday's 
exhibi-
tions. "We lust have to 
pertinm."
 
IcKinney will replace tinward Johnny
 Gonzales, who 
is 
unavailable  
Mr
 one
 game this season.
 
"
 
his
 
serving
 a one -game suspension  
(for getting in a 
brawl with 
New  Mexico') from last year's
 
championship
 
game 
od
 the 
:Mountain
 Pacific  
Sports
 
Feder:Moon  
iurna-
Illent:
 ',aid
 
Gonzales,  who is expected  to 
return
 to the 
team ins Sunday.
 "The rule WA', that I serve two 
games 
%opens', 
in.  The first one
 WAS (last year's) first round
 of the 
NCIA championship. which we lost." 
Eric  
Rodriguez  
and  rookie
 Nelson 
Diaz  will 
back
 up 
McKinney against Notre Dame, said St. Clair. 
ATLANTA  Even with a big 
lead in the
 
NI East, the Atlanta Braves 
aren't taking anything
 for granted. 
Playing like a team 
fighting for a 
playoff spot, the Braves rallied 
for two 
runs in the ninth inning 
Monday
 to 
defeat the San Francisco Giants 7-6. 
Julio Franco tied the game with an 
RBI triple and Andruw Jones followed 
with a game
-winning single 
off 
Giants
 
closer Dustin Herrnanson. 
"We take every game like
 it's our 
last game," Jones said. 
"Especially 
when they give us 
opportunities
 like 
they gave us today. Every opportunity 
we have to win games, we've got to 
take advantage." 
The Braves have lost only one of 
their last 19 series since losing two 
of three games at Florida 
June 22-24. 
They improved their record against 
the NI West this month to 13-4 after 
taking three of four from the Giants. 
Barry Bonds was not in the starting 
lineup a day after he hit two of the 
three longest
 home runs in Turner 
Field history. He 
pinch hit in the 
ninth and grounded out against Ro-
man Colon (1-0) to end the inning. 
Chipper Jones began the day 
with
 
his wife for the birth of their third 
son, 
but 
he
 was in the dugout by the sixth 
inning.
 He struck out as a pinch -hitter 
in the seventh 
inning. 
J.D. 
Drew,  who went 3 -for -4 
with a three -run homer, 
started  the 
ninth -inning rally with 
a single. 
Franco
 
followed
 
with
 another 
shot to 
right that rolled past Ricky Ledee tin a 
game -tying triple. 
"Not 
bad for an old man," said the 
46 -year -old 
Franco  after his second 
triple of the season. "You 
might  never 
see that again." 
After Hermanson walked Eli Mar-
rero,  Jones lined a 2-2 pitch into 
right 
field to drive
 in pinch -runner Mike 
Hampton with
 the winning run. 
"Those are the kind 
you love to 
win," Braves 
manager
 Bobby Cox 
said. "Those 
come-from-behinders  
are great." 
Hermanson (5-6) gave up two runs
 
and three hits without 
recording an 
out for his second blown save in nine 
chances. 
"I thought we had 'em," Giants 
manager Felipe Alou said. "I'd like to 
go 
into
 the ninth with a one -run lead 
in every
 game." 
"I was trying not to give him 
anything
 he could hit to the outfield 
for a tag -up,"
 Hermanson said. "I had 
to be fine with
 everything." 
It was a painful 
loss  for the
 
Giants.
 
who
 began
 the day in a virtual tie with 
Chicago and San Diego
 in the
 NI
 
wild -card race. They'll try 
to
 rebound 
when they play host to Colorado and 
Arizona in a six -game homestand that 
begins Tuesday night. 
"Nobody
 is going 
to hand it 
to
 
us, we have to 
work  hard."
 said Alou, 
who
 called
 the next six 
ganies  
"a 
must  
hotnestand."  
Drew hit .370 (10 -for -27) 
during 
the Braves' 6-1 homestand. His 29 
homers and SI RBI, are booth career 
highs. He hit 27 
homers and drove in 
73 
runs
 for St. Louis in 2001. 
"It's been a fun five 
months,"  Drew 
said. 
"Hopefully,  I can stay 
strong and 
finish up with a good 
month."  
Michael  Tucker, 
who  ended an 
0 -for -27 slump 
with  a two -run single 
in the sixth inning, had 
four RBIs for 
the Giants. 
J.T. 
Snow
 gave the Giants a 
6-4 
lead in 
the seventh with a bases -loaded
 
double. Tucker also tried to 
score  on 
the play, but was thrown 
out at the 
plate after a run-down
 to end the 
inning. 
The Braves narrowed the
 lead to 
6-5 in the home half Drew led 
off  
with a single to center and 
scored on a 
sacrifice fly by Marrero. 
The Braves went ahead 
3-0 in the 
third when Drew homered
 off Giants 
rookie Noah Lowry.  Andruw 
Jones 
made it 4-1 with an RBI single 
in
 the 
fourth. 
Lowry gave up six hits and four 
runs 
with
 three walks in five innings. 
Tucker cut the Braves' lead to 4-3 
in the sixth with a two -run single, then 
tied it with a bases
-loaded walk in the 
seventh.
 
With two outs, Kevin Gryboski 
loaded the bases by 
giving up a single 
to Dustan Mohr and walking pinch -
hitter Pedro Feliz and Ray 
Durham.  
Cox brought in left-hander Toni 
Martin, who
 walked Tucker to force in 
the game
-tying  run. 
Tucker also drove
 in the Giants' 
first run in the fourth inning with 
an 
RBI grounder. 
Cowboys over Titans 
20-17  in exhibition 
4,36..lated 
IRVING, Texas
  Bill Parcells was more interested 
the Dallas 
Co
 iwboys: 
passing  
game 
with 
Isis
 
old Jets 
players
 
than giving 
Eddie 
George
 much of a 
chance  against  his old 
While (leorge 
ran fir
 iust .3 yards 
on 
Min  
carries 
against  
his.
 former
 teammates,
 
'inns  Testaverde
 
threw  
lor 240 
yards  with eight completions,  to 
Keysliawn 
Johnson  
for
 81 
rards   in 
Dallas'
 20-17
 exhibition  victory 
over  
"Fennessee on 111onday 
night. 
"It was a little bit 
oil  emotions to 
see 
sonic
 on my 
teammates, coaches
 and trainers I was friends 
with," said 
George,
 
the 
'Nail,'  
franchise
 rushing  leader
 with 
10,009
 
yards the past eight seasons. 
"I
 think our passing attack 
carried
 us pretty
 well." 
leorge
 was sniffed
 for 
1-vard
 Ii,sses
 on his first and last 
1111,. glIst 
,Illallet 
It was kind it weird," Titans defensive 
lineman
 Kevin 
Carter 
said. 
"Eddie  happens to 
be in 
different
 
unitinni.  
When you get past it,
 in..
 the Sallie game." 
It was
 
the best game so Lit tin Testaverde and Johnson, 
who 
reunited  with Par
 .ells  during the 1.114.1,011.
 'rhey 
were 
all ii) New York 
in 
1998
 
when  the Jets went to 
the
 
AFC 
title 
game. 
Parcells to old Testaverde
 iust before the game he was 
planning
 to be moire aggressive.  
Testaverde,  the 40 year -old 
quarterback  who became the 
starter  
when
 
Qinnay  Carter was
 
it the 
first week 44 
C.inip,
 
,00mpleteil
 17 of 24 passes 
and threw his first tooth lido own
 
1,a,,..iil
 
tbe 
prewason.  
jolo,on
 bad toUr t its lies tor  32 rank 
beti ire (leorge's last 
carry  
"We started hitting early and often, things just starting
 
oming together," Testaverde said. 
Buy
 
your  
textbooks
 
on
 
eBay
 
and save 
up
 to 
Prizes
 provided 
by: 
Ositiz 
eblif 
Anything! 
Poines  
ONO 
verinnwsreless 
the 
list 
price.  
PREVENT
 
OVERSPENDING
 
. 
College
 
tor
 
leas.
 
More
 
tor
 
you.
 
Play
 
online
 
for
 
a 
chance
 
to
 
WIN!**
 
$2,500
 
eBay
 
Shopping
 
Spree!
 
--14"11A°
 
* 
SoBe
 
cooler
 
and
 
drinks
 
for
 
a 
year!
 
* 
Mobile
 
phone
 
and
 
$50
 
Verizon
 
Wireless
 
gift
 
card!
 
-i! 
Thousands
 
of
 
other
 
prizes!
 
eb 
www.ebay.com/college
 
*Savings
 based
 on a comparison of average 
sale prices 
for  most popular 
textbooks
 on eBay.com
 during January 2004. 
with the list price 
of' those books. 
**No purchase necessary.
 The eBay Prevent Overspending Match and Win Game begins at 12110 AM PDT 8/10/04 
and  ends at 11:59 PM PDT 9/30/04. (lame Is open 
to legal residents of the 50 United States and 
the District of Columbia, 18 years of age and older. Void in Puerto 
Rico and where prohibited. $2500 shopping spree to be 
awarded
 as 
eBay 
Anything Points.
 For 
details
 and
 
full
 official rules, 
go
 to 
www.ebay.com/collegerules
 
C 2004 eBay Inc.
 All rights 
reserved.
 
May
 and
 the 
eBay logo 
are 
registered  trademarks of eBay Inc. Designated trademarks and brands are the
 
property
 01 
their  
respec-
tive 
owners.
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Spartan
 
women's
 soccer 
team 
prepares  for new era 
SPARTAN DAILY 
PAGE 9 
By 
Stacey
 
Ruesch
 
Daily  
Senior  
Staff  
Writer  
The 
San Jose
 State 
University
 
women's  
soc-
cer 
team  
will
 open 
its third 
season 
in a row
 with 
a 
new 
head
 coach,
 as 
Dave  
Siracousa  
takes  
over
 
for 
interim 
head 
coach 
Cris 
Gilmore.  
PREVIEW
 
"We're  
quite  a bit 
different,"
 
Siracousa
 
said
 
about
 his 
coaching  
style  
compared  to 
Gihnore's.
 
One of 
Siracousa's
 
differences  
is a new 
pro-
gram 
with the 
team, 
called  the 
Senior  
Project,  
where 
the 
senior
 class
 runs 
the team.
 
"They
 do this 
in a forum 
where 
(the seniors)
 
can 
learn  
leadership
 
skills,
 hone 
them,  and 
lead 
the 
team," 
Siracousa
 
explained.
 
He 
said one 
of the 
reasons
 he 
started
 the 
Senior
 Project was
 to establish
 tradition 
and let 
the  seniors 
on the team 
know 
they
 are 
special
 
because 
they have the
 least amount
 of time 
left
 
with 
the  team. 
The 
seniors
 have 
mandated  a 
three-hour  
team 
study  hall 
during
 the school
 year, extra 
fitness
 at the end of 
practices and 
summer  work-
outs. Siracousa 
said the summer 
workouts  they 
organized  were extremely
 successful. 
"Because of that, 
there  was not one student 
athlete that
 didn't come into camp,
 that didn't 
meet her physical standards
  they were fit," 
Siracousa
 said. 
Another coaching
 method Siracousa uses is 
trying  to be an all -encompassing team where 
everyone gets along. 
"A happy team 
plays  better. It's not brain 
surgery," 
Siracousa  said. 
He says the only way he "punishes" players 
is by making them accountable. Siracousa said 
that their accountability for not giving it their 
all  
means they 
get  less time on the field. 
Siracousa 
expects
 passion, maturity and 
full 
and total effort and 
dedication from the team 
this season. 
"We've been getting 
that," he said. "Everyone 
has 
been  responsible for their 
own things." 
In the books 
After a 2-16 season in 
2003 and being 0-2 so 
far this season, Siracousa
 said he is not going to 
make any predictions
 for the 2004 season. 
After
 being swept on a trip to Southern
 
California, being defeated 
by
 UC Irvine 1-0 
on Friday and again by 
Pepperdine University 
in Malibu 3-0, Siracousa
 said he was pleased 
with
 the team's play but they are 
extremely  
disappointed with the results. 
"We're not happy 
with that and will take that 
out in training this week," Siracousa said. 
Siracousa's  goal for the Spartans is to have a 
winning record in his first season as head coach. 
"Realistically and 
objectively  being a .500 
team at end
 of year is a good start," Siracousa 
said. "We're not 
trying  to push up from the low 
end, we're trying to pull up from the 
high  end. 
We
 want to be great." 
Coming  and
 going 
The Spartans will be playing without
 last 
year's captains Marie
 McCann and Alaina 
Chandler because they decided not to play this 
season. 
"(McCann) was
 an excellent player
 and we 
could have used her," 
Siracousa
 said. 
In the spring, the team thought they would 
also have seniors 
Chelly Salgado and Kara 
Krale, but later learned they would have to go on 
without them. 
Krale had a broken leg last year 
that didn't 
heal properly, Siracousa 
said. 
"She  made a valiant and courageous effort to 
come back, but she didn't feel 
like
 she could give 
it her all so 
she retired," Siracousa said. "Salgado 
had a medical 
redshirt
 that
 was 
being  
petitioned  
and they denied her." 
Siracousa brought in thirteen
 new players 
to the team, 
which  comprises almost half the 
team.
 
Kara ICrale's
 little sister,
 
freshman
 Kristin 
Krale, is one of the new recruits, and
 has been 
the starting center back. 
"It's a position 
of
 experience and it's very rare 
that a freshman steps in there and does that," 
Siracousa said. 
Also new to the team 
are freshmen Nicole 
Erwin, Jackie Cruz, Jackie Zabek and Tasha 
Vandixhom.  Vandixhorn has been starting 
in 
the back line doing a tremendous job, Siracousa
 
said. 
Siracousa said returning seniors Shannon 
Leslie, the captain, Christina Morrison, Heather 
Dickinson and Vanessa Afonso have 
really 
stepped up and gone above and 
beyond.
 
"They all have been providing this great 
leadership (to the rest of team)," Siracousa said. 
Upcoming Games 
Siracousa said he is looking forward to the 
teams
 on the schedule because they will be up 
against some high -quality teams. 
He feels the out -of
-region opponents they 
will  face, such as the University of 
Miami 
(Ohio), and Indiana 
University -Purdue Univer-
sity Indianapolis this weekend, are important. 
"We 
want to do well out of region, too," 
Siracousa said. 
Siracousa said the team is looking ahead to 
the  games against Saint Mary's, Cal Berkley and 
Santa 
Clara University. The Spartans play Saint 
Mary's Sept. 10, which is also a formidable 
opponent, according to Siracousa. 
"The game against Santa Clara (on Oct. 26) 
San lose State 
University
 defender 
Molly  
Flanagan
 BOB and UC Riverside midfielder Danica 
Pommerenck fight
 over control of the ball when the two sdtools mat 
an
 Sept. 15 last season. 
is going to be a great benchmark 
game
 to have Siracousa is also concerned with teams in 
right up the road as well," Siracousa said. the WAC 
conference  like Southern Methodist 
SoccerTimes ranked Santa Clara, which University and the University of Hawai'i. 
SJSU has not beaten in the history of the
 "Those games are going to be war," 
program, No. 2 in the nation. Siracousa said. 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
The 
SPARTAN  
DAILY  
makes no claim
 for products 
or 
services advertised below nor 
is there
 any guarantee 
implied
 
The 
classified  columns 
of the 
Spartan Daily consist of paid 
advertising and 
offerings
 are 
not 
approved  or verified 
by the 
newspaper
 
EMPLOYMENT 
Cancan Ciableineernel 
OUTSIDE 
SALES 1500
 to WO 
commission per week Professional
 
Sales Training Provided 
Call 408 980 9260 
THE 01.0 
SPAGHETTI  FACTORY 
We are currently hiring for 
Pa positions
 We offer a great 
working 
environment  with day 
evening shifts for responsible 
energetic  people 
Apply  in 
person. 2 30-4 
00 
Mon -Fri
 
We 
are located in San Pedro Square 
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I 
Counselors  for after
-school
 
outreach
 programs 
Facilitate 
curriculum based activities 
Bilingual a plus 10 
15hOwai  $10/hr 
Visit WWW girlscoutsofscc
 org 
for info Send 
cover  ietter
 
& res 
Marisa Cidre Gal Scours of Santa 
Clara  County 1310 
S 
Bascom
 
Ave San Jose 
CA
 95128 or FAX 
14081 287-8025 or mcidreat 
girlscoutsofscc org. AA/EOE 
TUTOR 
WANTED:
 
for
 Hi Schl
 
Algebra2 Si 
English  
Honors  
Need 330 GPA In house 
S20/hr
 
2-3Xtwk  408-225-2516 
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS  
P/T instructors,  Elem schools 
Degree/Cred
 NOT required 
Opply for 
teaching  sap Need
 can
 
VU 408 287-4170.40eE0fiME
 
RECEPTIONIST, 
PIT,
 phones 
tt clerical
 work 10 mm from 
SJSU 
MA W 9-530 
Ta TH 
9-1
 00 Heather 408-995-6425 
BABYSITTER/CHILDCARE:
 
Energetic
 A 
kind  person needed 
for 
2 great children ages 
8 
25 
Flex hrs. days or eves 
610 
00/hr  Must 
have own 
transportation  to 
and  from Los 
Gatos 
Please
 apply in 
person 
at our 
office  1404 So 
7th St 
San 
Jose
 Corner 
of 7th
 
A 
Alma  
TEACHERS:
 School
 age child-
care center 
in
 San Ramon
 
FT/  
PT M -F 
Must
 meet licensing
 
requirements  
Fax  resume 
Affn 
Janalle 925-837-7432
 
TEACHER'S
 AIDE
 for 
kinder-
garten 
Santa 
Clara  
Private
 
School 
Prl-F 9am-3pm
 
$10001
 
hr Fax resume 
to 408 247
 0996 
WAITRESSES
 A 
DANCERS:  
No sap 
nec 
Will  
train  Must be 
21 Great
 SS 
PT 
Flex his 
Cell  
406-292-3445
 
alter 
2 PM 
Conan
 
savisrusaments
 
WI 
Owes 
columns
 may
 refer
 the 
needier  
to 
specdic
 
telephone
 
numbers 
or 
addresses
 for 
additional
 
information  
Classified
 
readers  
should 
be 
reminded that
 
when
 
making  
these 
further 
contexts
 
they
 
should  
require
 complete 
infor-
mation 
before
 
sending 
money 
for
 goods
 ix 
services  
In 
addl.  
Son,  
readers
 
should  
carefully
 
investigate 
all  firms 
offering  
employment
 listings
 or 
CCM. 
pone for 
discount
 
vacations
 
or merchandise
 
08/31/04 
THEATER, MANNERS 
A 
HIP 
HOP  INSTRUCTORS tor children 
Theater iS Manners training 
provided
 1-7 hours per week 
Must have car
 
$25 00/ class 
Must 
have  experience work. 
mg with children,
 CALL/FAX 
Carol 
W406 778 
6231 or email 
Carolromo4theaterfun  
corn 
PIT STUDENT WORK 
$1450 
to
 START 
No Exp
 Will Train 
Suits
 All Maiors 
Great Resume Exp 
FT/PT 
START IMMEDIATELY
 
Call 408-436-9336
 
FunStudentWork
 corn 
F000 SERVICFJESPRESSO SAW 
HOST: PT positions
 available in 
busy family style
 restaurant in 
S'vale All shifts available 
Flex 
firs 
$10 
50/hr  to start 
Call 
Wencly4(408) 733-9331
 
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS 
Part or Full time
 in San Jose 
Flex hoursidays Mon -Sat 
Call
 Peter Jacob or Crystal
 4 
408-295-0228
 
Email 
resume
 
to iobs(Resba org or 
Fax 408-
275-9858
 or US mail to 730 
Empey Way San
 Jose 95128 
Must have 
current
 lifeguard 
first aid
 
A 
CPR certifications 
LOS GATOS 
SWIM II RACQUET 
CLUB is 
currently 
accepting 
applications for the 
following
 
positions Front Desk 
Childcare 
Assistants  Flex 
Schedules
 Facility Usage 
Great 
Work  
Environment
 PT 
AM/PM 
shifts  For more
 Into or 
to apply. visit our web site 
Igsrc corn. call 
(408)356-2136 
or fax
 resumes to 1408135132593 
WELCOME 
SACK 
SPARTANS?
 
Local 
valet  
company
 needs 
enthusiastic
 A energetic 
indi-
viduals
 
to 
work at nearby 
malls 
private
 events & country clubs
 
FT/PT available We 
will
 work 
around 
your busy school
 
schedule 
Must have clean
 
DMV
 Lots of tun
 8 earn 
good  
money Call 
408-867-7275
 
EXP. 
TUTORS  NEEDED 
Strong writing,  math, science 
skills  AP A Honors itt 
SATs 
M -F 3-9pm Paying 
$1200 
cash Ms 
Sconi(4013)  255-5247
 
RECREATION JOBS AT THE 
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA 
REC DEPT. Positions Open 
Now For Leaders Afterschool
 
Elam Sch Age Child Care 
Recreation/Enrichment
 
Programs P/T. 
M -F 2-6 15pm 
Pay
 
nerve
 
$7
 83-S11.32/hour
 
starting depending
 on exp No 
ECE 
units  req Call  Kathy
 408-
354-8700X245 
TEACHERS,
 SUBS 8. 
RECREATION
 LEADERS  
EntOy
 working with 
locIS? 
Join the 
team at Small World 
Schools get great experience 
WORKING
 WITH 
CHILDREN
 
AGES 5-12 years in our before 
and 
alter 
school  rec programs 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers competitive pay health 
benefits for 30+ hrs 
excel-
lent
 training 
.1 
a fun work 
environment We can often offer 
flex 
rds 
around your 
school  
schedule
 This is a great lob 
for 
both men and women 
Call 
408-283-9200 eat 10 or fax 
resume
 
to 408-283-9201
 
WANTED: PART-TIME NANNY 
In Willow 
Glen  FOR CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT STUDENTS 
Looking
 for
 a 
PT
 nanny 
for 2 
boys ages 4
 
A 6 
Prefer M/W/F
 
12 30pm to 6 30pm but flexible 
Job 
responsibilities include 
picking up boys from school 
driving to activities assisting 
&homework
 reading light 
housekeeping
 s lob of playtime 
Required 
Qualifications  
include
 non-smoker current 
CDL 
w/clean record
 CPR/ 
First Aid certification exp in 
caring for children 
reliable  
yr/excellent references love 
of kids & playing outdoors 
Mid -September
 start date 
Competitive pay Contact 
Sharon
 (46390eor3
 or 
Sharon wibleriesheahomes corn 
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL 
help 
needed  for
 small exclusive 
shop A 
kennel  P/T.
 Tues-Sat 
Must be reliable,
 
honest, able 
to do 
physical  work Prefer exp 
working  
w/ dogs,
 
but will train 
Great  oppty for  dog lover 
Can  
Fax resume to 
408-377-0109  
or Call 371-9115 
TEACHER: KidsPark hourly 
childcare centers Flex hrs, 
days eve. wkncls ECE
 units 
Redd Fun recreation program 
Team 
environment  Cntrs by 
Oakridge  .6 Valley Fair 
Malls  
Benefits available
 Call 213-
0970 FAX 260-7366 email 
leshe4kidspark corn 
DEU VERY DRIVERS 
Party 
rental  business 
Perfect
 for Students, 
Earn
 
$250 every weekend, 
Must have reliable truck 
or 
van Heavy lifting is required 
408.292-7876
 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED?  
Healthy 
females  ages 
18-31 
Donate to infertile couples 
some of the many eggs 
your  
body disposes 
monthly 
COMPENSATION  
$5,000 
Call
 Reproductive 
Solutions  now 
818-832-1494 
SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL
 EDITING 
For 
your 
paper or 
dissertation
 
Experienced Efficient  Exact 
Familiar 
APA
 
A Chicago Styles 
ESL is  specialty Grisce4831 
252 1108 or E vagr cr 9 aoi COT 
Of wiwyr gracenotesediting 
corn 
SMILE
 CHOICE 
DENTAL
 PLAN 
lecluoes cosmetic) 
$8900
 per year 
Save 30°, 60°, For 
Into
 
1-800-655-3225 or 
ewe Student dental 
corn or 
ewe 
goldenwest 
dental corn 
VOLUNTEERS
 
HELP KIDS ON SUNDAYS 
7th & Reed Streets 
ww, SundayFnends
 org 
STUDENT  HEALTH CENTER 
Student Educators in the
 Hearth 
Weitness  Promotion
 Dept are 
looking tor 
volunteers 
to help 
educate the SJSU 
community
 
about health
 
isSues For more into 
slop by Me Health Bldg Rm 209 
Or call 
Che  or Alyssa 
924-6204
 
GREEK  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
START 
YOUR  OWN   
WrY 
Zeta
 Beta Tau is 
looking for 
men 
to start a new 
Chapter
 
If you are interested in 
aca-
demic success a chance to 
network and an opportunity 
to 
make friends in a non
-pledg-
ing 
Brotherhood
 
e-mail
 
zDt4zbtnational  org 
or call 
800-431-96'4
 
INSTRUCTION/
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
Gel Paid For Your 
Opinions!  
Earn S15-125  & 
mure per 
sur,y. 
WV,* moneyforsurveys corn 
RENTAL
 HOUSING 
DOWNTOWNAIICTORIAN
 
HOUSE 
3bd/lba Nw col & paint 
WD
 
hkups
 
$1400/mo
 wreql Dep 
Medal (a2ritchiecommercial
 
corn  
TIRED OF 
SHARING  
A BATHROOM??
 
Come see
 our huge 
2 bedroom
 2 full bath 
over 1000 sq loot 
apartment 
Walking
 distance
 
to SJSU 
Newly
 Remodeled 
Laundry  
facilities
 
Parking 
Security Gate 
Easy access
 
Iii 
Bay 
Area Freeways 
Substantially  larger than 
others 
S1196m,
 
408-947-0803
 
DUPLEX 
26D/1BA  Cozy W 
Frplc 
PKG Yard Win ON,
 
$1100/mo..51100dop 
PHN: 408-924-3277 
FAX: 
408-924-3282  
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu 
Online: 
www.thespartandaily.com  
PRIVATE RM near SJSU & Lt 
Rail Quiet Kitchen Privileges 
S450/mo
 . dep No smoking. 
pets or illegal drugs 410-2650 
FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT!! 
2 bdrm/2 
full bath apts start. 
mg 4 
S995,mo
 WILL WORK 
WITH YOU ON DEPOSIT 2 
blks from SJSU Water/Trash 
paid Prking 
avail W/D on site 
Cats OK 
Great for 
roommates,
 
Well managed  student building 
408-378-1409 
2 BLKS TO SJSU:
 2BD/1BA 
Spotless New Carpets Pricing 
Laundry SIM°
 mo 559-1356 
200/113A
 HOUSE315 N 11Itt 
Jultan
 $1095 No pets New 
Paint
 Ref
 Carport Basement 
I yr Lease Bob Basso-RJP 
408-264-0871 
ROOMS for RENT. 
Convenient 
location We are taking applica-
tions for rooms available on 
So 
13th St near Alum Rock 
Ave This is close to San Jose 
State 
University  near the 
heart  
of San Jose 
You'll 
be
 within 
walking
 distance to 
enioying  
many 
of the 
downtown
 
shops 
and 
restaurants
 All rooms
 
have private entrances Each 
room 
offers a private lull bath. 
individual air conditioning 
and a 
small
 refrigerator No 
Kitchen  
Monthly
 parking 
passes  may 
be 
available  at an 
additional
 
cost Street
 parking available 
Coin operated laundry No 
pets 
Excellent
 
value 4 
S575,
 
mo All ufil paid No Deposit 
Required 
Building  run by
 pro-
fessional managers Reserve 
your 
room today 
Call (4081 
254  4500
 
in 
email MORTGAGES* 
M First 5 quali-
fied 
aps will 
receives
 free 3' 
month
 parking pass iS 
a tree 
opyif
 their 
05111
 
report 
DAILY
 CLASSIFIED - Loco_ 
RATES 
________
 Foe ItainhiudAssicy miris 
uu.4011-924-3277 
Print your ad here Line is 30 
spaces,  including
 letters,
 numbers, punctuation
 & spaces
 between words. 
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STUDENT  
ID 
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 4  
Found  ads 
are
 offered tree as 
a SerreCO to the campus 
community.  
SJSU STUDENTS 
RECEIVE  
25% DISCOUNT ON CLASSIFIED ADS 
'NOT INTENDED FOR 
BUSINESS ADS' 
TODAY'S
 
CROSSWORD
 PUZZLE  
ACROSS  
PREVIOUS  PUZZLE SOLVED 
1 
Soothes  
6 Aspnn target 
10 
Compete at Indy 
14 Cockpit button 
15 Slim down 
16 
wax.coaied  cbeese
 
17 
Prom  
18 Long
 hair 
19 Graceful wrap 
20 
Blackmail
 
22 Seattle s Sound 
23 Once around 
the sun
 
24 
Charms  
26 Oh gross ' 
29 Strong haulers 
31 Well.put 
32 Virus 
infection 
33 Male parent 
34 Saffron dish 
SNO 
GEODEEKENA
 
ABBA ORB I 
TER,O,Q  F 
. . . . . . . 
CiA
 i N 
P.R.OPAGANDA
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OYSTER
 
YET
 1 
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46 Otys 5 
Hi
-ti  
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an
 egg 
49 
Wood
 ash
 product 
6 
Beaus 37 
Heim
 position
 
50 Leafy Climber 
7 
European
 
39 Lake craft
 
51 Cate
 
as - So long' 
41 
HobbyStS
 
52 
Exploit
 
8 Salon 
brit 44 
Sports  honorees 
53 
Sold 
hot
 
tickets
 9 Yves 
45 Ogle 
57 Tune in office vacation 
time 47 
Wedding
-cake 
59 Gives Novocaine 
10 Came about 
part 
60 Too 
ready 
11 Old saying 48 Rivers 
65 
Hydro.
 
mat  0 
Insert
 mark 
53 Muzzle 
66 Mater or Moses 0 Gives light 54 Anathema 
67 Good-bye 21 Ride
 
seekers
 
55 
Revival  
Shouts
 
88 Annapolis inst shout 56 Gave 
spanngly 
69 
Next
 in line 22 Immature 58 Lady s Pee 
70 Reim
 centers butterfly 
61
 Rubber-stamp
 
71 
Auditor,
 
25 Chart 
word 
72 
Totals
 
u0 
26 Unexplained 
62 Arizona 
river  
73 Drop a glass 
sightings
 63 
Congers
 
27 Stick together 64 Go headlong 
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SPARTAN
 
DAILY   
The 
Spartan
 Dail 
weekly  
recap 
of campus crime 
Friday 
11:53 p.m. 
FOUND/LOST  
PROPERTY
 
Location: Eleventh
 Street 
Summary: A report
 was taken for a recovered traffic 
and 
parking sign. 
Saturday  
12:44 a.m. 
VEHICLE  STOP 
Location: Fourth St. / 
Villiam St. 
Summary: A report
 was taken for a traffic stop 
incident. 
1:56 km. 
ASSISTANCE  TO OTHER 
AGENCY  
Location: 
Tenth
 
St. /San Salvador St. 
Summary: A report was taken
 for an agency assist for 
San Jose 
Police Department.
 
2:42 a.m. 
VANDALISM  
Location: North
 Garage 
Summary: A report was taken
 for vandalism in the 
North Garage. 
5:24 a.m. STOLEN 
VEHICLE  
Location: Other 
Summary: A report 
was taken for a stolen 
and  
recovered state vehicle. 
11:13
 km.
 
VANDALISM
 
Location: Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. Joint Library 
Summary: A report was taken for graffiti in a rest -
MOM. 
2:11 p.m. THEFT 
Location: Library North Gate 
Summary: A 
report was taken for a stolen bicycle. 
4:03 p.m. VIOLATION OF CSU 
RULES 
Location: Simpkins 
Athletic  Building 
Summary: A report was taken
 for consumption of 
alcohol in a campus parking lot. 
Sunday 
9:16 p.m. VANDALISM 
Location:  Facilities, Operations and Development 
Summary: A report
 was taken for vandalism of a 
kiosk 
6:14 p.m. 
VANDALSIN1 
Location: Dr. Martin 
Luther  King Jr. Joint Libran 
Summary: A report was taken for graffiti vandalism. 
LOWEST TEXTBOOK
 PRICES 
GUARANTEED!
 
OR
 
WE'LL REFUND 
DOUBLE THE 
DIFFERENCE*  
Spartan 
Bookstore 
aim gammilissome
 
v,sit 
Spartan
 Bookstore tor Details 
WALIIIvpRT 
ALWAYS !LO 
R10ES 
TUESDAY 
AUGUST  
31,  
2004
 
Get your 
Daily  dose on a 
newstand
 near you 
LSAT GMAT 
GRE MCAT DAT OAT 
higher
 
test 
scores  
guaranteed 
or your
 money back** 
Attend all required classes or make-up 
sessions,  complete all scheduled tests, 
and do your homework.lf your score doesn't 
improve  on test day from your Kaplan 
diagnostic or a prior official test score, you 
can  choose to repeat our program 
for free or get a 
full refund of your tuition.-
 It's that simple. 
Classes are 
starting soon. Enroll today! 
San 
Jose Kaplan
 Center 
GRE: 
September 8 
LSAT: September 
11 
GMAT: 
September  21 
To
 be eligible for this offer, you 
must
 be enrolled 
in Kaplan's full classroom, tutoring,
 or online 
courses. In addition, you must
 present a copy 
of 
your official score report and 
your course 
materials 
within  90 days 
San Jose State University 
GRE: September 21 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com 
Back
-to
-College
 
Checklist 
Fat YOUR WOW NEM 
/ CRT YOUR SCHOOLWORK DOM: 
0 COMPACT REFRIGERATOR $54.86 
U MAINSTAY COMPUTER 
CART
 $29.63 
0 SUNBEAM MICROWAVE OVEN $29.87 
LI STUDENT MODEL C4 SWIVEL 
0 SUNBEAM 12 CUP COFFEE MAKER $9.43 
CHAIR $17.62 
SUNBEAM 
TOASTER  OVEN $18.88 
U 
U 
FILLER PAPER $ .50 
10 PK. BIC BALLPOINT PENS $ .96 
0 SUNBEAM BLENDER $13.84 
GOOSENECK
 DESK 
LAMP $4.97 
laSSITIES
 KR MAMA 
O BISSELL VACUUM CLEANER $46.32 
 DURABRAND IRON $6.45 
O 
IRONING BOARD $9.44 
CI 13 PK. 
CLOTHES  HANGERS $ .97 
MAKE YOUR BEDROOM 
HIP: 
j NO 
BOUNDARIES TWIN MICROFIBER 
COMFORTER $19.82 
 DEEP POCKET PILLOWS $2.92 
J WALL MIRROR $4.85 
D MAINSTAY TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP 
$8.44 
WAL*MART 
ALWAYS LOW PRICES 
Iql 
VIabnort.carn
 
Stan 
baled at 
 
0l
 
Ranch Dr. Milpitas. Ca 95035 
408-934-0304  
700 
a.ni  I 1 :00
 p.m 
&ores opm 7 days a week 
it NUM 
YOUR BRAIN: 
U 24 PK. .5 LITER NESTLE WATER 
$3.96 
U 2 LITER PEPSI $1.98 
DOWN TIME
 FUN: 
Li SANYO 19" TV $99.74 
U
 
EMERSON DVD/VCR PLAYER 
$89.74 
U CD DISK 
BURNER
 $149.42 
 777 Story Rd. San Jose. Ca 95112 
408-885-1142
 
WOO 
a.m.-10:00  p.m. 
Our  people 
make the 
DIFFERENCE!
 
 5502 
Monterey  Rd. San 
Jose Ca 
95138 
408-363-9050  
7:00 a.m.-11:00  
p.m. 
